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IRIS, Norway. The project team will access
the whole revenue stream and focus on
optimization of the CO₂-EOR combined with
permanent

storage

(EORStore)

as

an

undividable process.
The main goal of the ECO-BASE project is
to demonstrate the ability of CO₂-EOR to
economically enhance oil production in the
region and serve as a revenue stream for
safe and reliable permenant CO₂ storage.

www.ecobase-project.eu

Figure 1. Map showing the partner
countries in ECO-BASE project.
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This project has received funding from the ERA-NET ACT Cofund (Application Number: ES587741 Project Number: -1)

ECO-BASE Project Structure

⚙︎ EORStore case study definition (optimization
window and routine, defining the cases for in-depth
study)
2. EORStore and Business models

⚙︎ Business cases for site development plans
(modelling, risk assesment, monitoring, leagal
issues, revenue streams)
⚙︎ Synthesis of development plans (synthesis of
case studies, best practices and guidance)

Figure 2. Four sub-projects of the ECO-BASE
project. There are two technical and two
outreach sub-projects.

3. Knowledge Transfer
⚙︎ Internal meetings (part of the meeting should be
open for various stakeholders)
⚙︎ Dissemination and outreach
⚙︎ Courses (Collaboration with Sulcis summer school,
legal and regulatory course in Romania, CO₂EOR
course in Turkey)

Four key activities represented by sub-projects are:
1. Mapping regional potential

⚙︎ Inventory of sources and sinks (from inventory to
creation of database or expansion of existing ones)

⚙︎ EOR roadmaps per country (clustering and
matching sources and sinks, ecological and legal

4. Public awareness
⚙︎ Public acceptance analysis for selected CCUS
chains
⚙︎ Liasing with ENOS H2020 project
⚙︎ Liasing with ALIGN-CCUS project
⚙︎ Organising public events (from public awarness
research to organising public awarness events)

aspects, creating roadmaps)

ERA NET ACT Initiative
ECO-BASE is one of the eight projects funded by the
first ACT call which was published in 2016. ACT
means

Accelerating

CCS

Technologies

and

established as an international initiative that focus
on CO₂ capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS) in
order to combat global warming. ACT is the only
ERA NET Cofund that adresses CCS. ERA NET is
established by European Commission under the
Horizon 2020 programme. There are 11 countries in
ACT to support research and innovation that can
facilitate the application of safe and cost effective
CCUS.
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The countries that participate in ACT are: France,
Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Norway,
Romania, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, UK and USA.

ECO-BASE Consortium
International Research Institute of Stavanger is a recognized research
institute with high focus on applied research, equally owned by the
University of Stavanger and the regional foundation Rogaland Research.
Rogaland Research was established in 1973, and because of a technical re-structuring of its ownership, IRIS
was formed in 2006. Today IRIS remains an independent research institute with a staff of over 200 people,
where a clear majority has a PhD degree. IRIS is coordinating the ECO-BASE project and is involved in
majority of the sub-projects.
TNO is the leading research institute in the Netherlands on CCS with involvement
in many international projects for almost two decades, including the coordination
of EU research programs for subsurface CO₂-storage in aquifers, gas, oil, and
coal-bed reservoirs. TNO has expertise extending over the entire CO₂ chain from
capture to transport to storage.
National Institute for Research and Development of Marine Geology and
Geoecology, established in 1993, represents the focal point of national
excellence in research and consultancy on marine, coastal, river and lacustrine
geology, geophysics and CO₂ storage. GeoEcoMar participated in national and
international projects related to CCS, and became a member of the Global CCS
Institute in 2010.
PAL is a part of Middle East Technical University and is managed by the teaching staff of
Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering Department. This close relation of research center
and the department helps METU PAL be a vivid scientific environment. Not only the
routine fuel analyses but also all kinds of petroleum and geothermal related problems are
being researched in the centre, such as, oil / gas and geothermal reservoir evaluations and
natural gas demand modelling.
Picoil Info Consult is a private company established 1996 in Campina with a branch
in Cluj-Napoca. Picoil being one of key contractors of OMV-PETROM for reservoir
studies. Research activities are focused on EOR especially using water injection,
activities that includes physical modelling, exploitation analysis, production
forecast and the analysis and the implementation of secondary recovery methods.
The laboratory of Applied Geophysics was established on 1992 and in the year
2000 it has been incorporated with the unit of Drilling Technology and Petroleum
Engineering. The main purpose of the Laboratory is to serve the educational and
research needs in the scientific field of geophysical surveys and drilling for
subsurface investigation and research / exploitation of hydrocarbons.
Romanian "CO2 Club", a professional association whose aim is to carry out specific activities
for reduction of CO₂ emissions in atmosphere by capture and geological storage, was legally
set up and fully registered in 2007.
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SULCIS Summer School
ECO-BASE project is happy to organise a CO₂
utilisation workshop at Sotacarbo’s Sulcis summer
school. Outcomes to be presented on ECO-BASE
website later this year.
The sixth edition of the International Sulcis Summer
School on CO₂ capture, confinement and reuse
technologies has held in Carbonia, in the Sotacarbo
Research

Center

of

the

Grand

Serbariu

Mine.

Organized by ENEA, Sotacarbo and the Department
of Mechanical Engineering University of Cagliari. The
school hosts for five days about 25 students,
coming from different countries (Algeria, Saudi
Arabia, Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, Ethiopia, India and

Figure 3. Students and ECO-BASE team during
the CO₂-EOR workshop at 2018 Sulcis
Summer School.

Iran), of various courses Master's degree programs,
PhD students and young graduates with training in
engineering, geology and socio-economic subjects.

Dr. Sava's Interview in
Energy Industry Review
Dr. Constantin-Stefan Sava, GeoEcoMar, presented
ECO-BASE and ALLIGN-CCUS projects during SEE
2018 Upstream Annual Conference & Exhibition
Offshore and Onshore Technology in the Black Sea
Region. Dr Sava also had large CCS related interview
published in connection with his participation in this
conference in Energy Industry Review Magazine's
May 2018 edition.

ECO-BASE Website
The ECO-BASE website is accessible at web adress
www.ecobase-project.eu where all the news, general
project information and more could be found.
You may contact us from:
http://ecobase-project.eu/contact/
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